We followed the relative orbit of the close pair of very late-type stars in the nearby triple system LHS 1070 during the past seven years. These observations are used to derive the astrometric elements of the orbit. Using the period of 16.1 ± 1.4 years and assuming the distance of 7.39 pc given by van Altena (1995) to be exactly correct, the combined mass of components B and C is 0.138 ± 0.003 M . Otherwise, this mass scales with the third power of the distance, which presently is not known to better than 9%. The dynamical mass would equal the combined mass of 0.161 ± 0.002 M derived from the theoretical mass-luminosity relation of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) for a 5% larger distance of 7.78 pc. A critical comparison with the theoretical relations therefore has to await more precise parallax determinations for this comparatively faint system with visual magnitude V = 15.3. The wide orbit of component A around the center of mass of components B and C cannot yet be determined from our measurements. However, we can show that it is probably co-planar with the close pair orbit and should have a period in the range 60-1000 years.
Introduction
LHS 1070 (other common name GJ 2005) is a nearby 15th magnitude M5V star with high proper motion located in the south galactic pole region. With its velocity component perpendicular to the galactic plane of 36 ± 3 km s −1 (Basri & Marcy 1995) , it is considered a member of the old disk population with a probable age of several Gigayears -a typical late M dwarf.
In 1993 Leinert et al. (1994) discovered a pair of cool, very low-mass stars as close companions to LHS 1070, turning the system into a nearby triple system. This gave the system a special status, because it now held the promise of dynamical mass determination at the lower end of the main sequence. Subsequent photometry and spectroscopy with the Hubble Space Telescope confirmed that companions B and C, with spectral types of M8.5V and M9-9.5V, respectively, may be the least luminous stars within 10 pc from the sun, and indeed should have masses close to the main sequence cutoff. Absolute visual magnitudes -depending on the Send offprint requests to: Ch. Leinert, e-mail: leinert@mpia-hd.mpg.de Based on data obtained from the 3.6 m and NTT ESO telescopes on La Silla, from the Calar Alto 3.5 m telescope, and from the Hubble Space Telescope WFPC and NICMOS instruments.
assumed distance -of M V = 15. 6-16.0, 19.0-19.3 and 19.4-19.7 were found for components A, B and C, respectively . Comparison with the theoretical mass-luminosity relations of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) led Leinert et al. (2000) to estimated masses of 0.079-0.080 M for component C and 0.080-0.083 M for component B. The estimated ranges include the dependence on the assumed distance, which is only weak, since the mass-luminosity relation is very steep in this mass range.
A direct dynamical determination to support or correct the theoretical relationships for these very low-mass stars would help to better understand the lower end of the main sequence and the transition between low-mass stars and brown dwarfs. The triple system LHS 1070, containing two very low-mass components in a comparatively shortperiod orbit and having in addition a primary as an astrometric reference, if needed, was unique in this respect. Only very recently Martín et al. (2000) discovered that Gliese 569 is actually another triple system with properties similar to those of LHS 1070, with an even shorter period of ≈3 years. In this paper we present the first reliable orbit determination for the close pair of the LHS 1070 system, derived from observations that followed the relative orbit over seven years. We then discuss the resulting dynamical masses of the components. 
Observations
Since components B and C of the close pair in LHS 1070 are only separated by 0. 2-0. 5, we observed them with high spatial resolution techniques, usually near-infrared speckle interferometry or adaptive optics observations. For consistency and ease of handling we also reduced the adaptive optics data with the reduction procedures developed for speckle observations (Köhler et al. 2000) . Journal of observations and measured relative orbital positions are given in Table 1 . This is a heterogeneous data set obtained on different telescopes with different instruments in different observing techniques over a longer period of time. Therefore, standardization of the obtained positional results is of first importance. We found it most practical to refer all our observations to the geometry of the inner Trapezium cluster obtained with the same instrument during the same campaign. For the Trapezium stars, accurate astrometric observations are available (McCaughrean & Stauffer 1994) , and we derived plate scale and orientation of the instrument from such Trapezium observations. For the campaign of July 1995, Menten et al. (1997) derived plate scale and orientation for the same instrument from a comparison of near-infrared and VLA radio measurements of sources in the Galactic Center with SiO maser emission. Our results agreed with theirs within 10 −3 in plate scale and 0.15 • in detector orientation. At several subsequent observing runs we have simultaneously observed the Galactic Center and the Trapezium cluster core and have determined pixel scale and detector orientation both with respect to McCaughrean & Stauffer's (1994) and Menten et al.'s (1997) astrometries, establishing a confirmed relationship between these two reference frames. This allowed us, in the few cases when Trapezium observations were not available, to resort to observations of the galactic center for calibration of the measured relative position. Typically, the observations were performed in K band (2.2 µm) with pixel sizes of 0. 05, but observations with a pixel size of 0. 1 also occurred. The determination of pixel scale usually is accurate to ±0.5%, and the orientation to ±0.2
• , which translates into an uncertainty of ≈2 milliarcsec (mas) for the separation of the pair BC.
Results
The relative orbital positions obtained for the close pair BC during the period 1993-2000 are summarized in Table 1 . The average uncertainty of individual positions -including calibration uncertainty -is ≈5 mas, which sounds optimistic for measurements with a diffraction limit of 0. 13. However, it is our experience that the separation of two point sources can be measured to a precision of a couple of milliarcsec with the near-infrared speckle technique, and this is confirmed by the residuals of the orbital fit to the data, which is shown in Fig. 1 . The parameters of the fitted Keplerian orbit are shown in Table 2 . These parameters were determined by differential correction of the rectangular coordinates as described in Heintz (1978) . A satisfactory fit could be obtained only now with the available 112 degrees coverage of the orbit. Of course, the direction of periastron remains rather undetermined due to the very small eccentricity. The errors of the orbital parameters in Table 2 were determined by the Jacknife method according to Mosteller & Tukey (1977) , and are in excellent accordance with the rms errors resulting from the least squares fit for the three directly fitted parameters P , e, T • , which amount to ±1.4 yrs, ±0.061, and ±0.7, respectively. As can be seen from Table 1 , differences between observed and computed orbit larger than ±0.005 arcsec are rather exceptional, the average value of these residuals being 4.1 mas. Table 3 presents the ephemeris for the remainder of the present orbit.
At first glance, there is a discrepancy between the apparently well determined mutual gravitational interaction of the two components (see Fig. 1 ) and the size of the errors for the parameters of the relative orbit. These errors of 6.5% in semimajor axis and 8.9% in period would, after application of Kepler's third law, lead to an error Note: d7.5 = dLHS1070/(7.5 pc). in the mass determination of ±26%, even when neglecting the 9% error in parallax. However, these formal errors are not uncorrelated. For example, a longer period could fit the data, which cover a substantial part of the orbit, only together with a larger semimajor axis. When deriving the mass of the system these changes largely cancel. This could be seen when we repeated the orbital fit with a parameter fixed at a non-optimal value. In short, apart from the uncertainties in the parallax, the error on the combined mass of components B and C is ±0.003 M . At present, the error on the published parallax of 0. 1353 ± 0. 0121 (van Altena et al. 1995 ) is uncomfortably large, but there are no particular reasons why no more precise parallax measurement could be obtained on this object, and we assume that this will happen during the coming years. Therefore we decided to treat the distance to LHS 1070 as a variable and allow for it by the parameter d 7.5 = d LHS1070 /(7.5 pc), where 7.5 pc is the nearest round value to the published parallax. The combined mass of the components B and C then results as (0.144±0.003)·d 
The wide orbit
We define the wide orbit by the motion of the distant component A around the center of mass of the close pair BC. In Table 4 and Fig. 2 we show our astrometric measurements of the geometrical center of the BC system relative to component A. These measurements cover an arc of 19
• of the wide orbit, with a resulting areal constant of 0.045 /year. Note, however, that the geometrical center is not exactly the center of mass of the BC pair, although the difference should be less than 5 mas if the masses of B and C are as similar as concluded from optical Table 4 . Large part of the log P −e plane yields fits with normalized χ 2 smaller than 15 mas. The dashed line represents the theoretical stability limit predicted on the basis of the known period of the close orbit. Only points below this line are allowed photometry . Furthermore, the existence of the additional fourth component of the system, D, induces perturbation of the actual and observed position of A, (see Sect. 4.3), inserting a further unknown contribution into our measurements. With these uncertainties, it is surprising that we, nevertheless, succeeded to derive some interesting conclusions about the wide orbit and the relative inclination of the two orbits.
Period and eccentricity
To be able to derive some properties of the wide orbit in spite of the present short coverage we searched for any combination of period and eccentricity that is allowed by the astrometric data. To do that we solved for all the other parameters of the wide orbit for any given combination of period and eccentricity, and derived the corresponding χ 2 statistics. The result is presented in Fig. 3 , where we plotted a contour map of the minimum normalized χ 2 obtained for the possible realisations of the wide orbit as a function of log P and e. The normalized χ 2 was calculated as
where O i and C i are the observed and calculated position of the ith measurement, m is the number of measurements and n is the number of free parameters, 6 in our case. Usually, when solving visual binaries, there are 7 free parameters. In this case, the total mass estimate, together with the parallax and Kepler's Harmonic Law, force a relation between the period and the semi-major axis. Table 4 .
The best values lie in the "valley" of normalized χ 2 < 15 mas, and for a wide range of periods correspond to i ≈ 60
•
The above expression gives the mean deviation of the calculated orbit from the measurements in units of mas.
Most of the period-eccentricity plane is below the 15 mas level. In principle, the period and eccentricity of the wide orbit could be anywhere in this section.
We can further constrain the permitted section of the period-eccentricity plane by requiring that the system should be dynamically stable. We approximate the system to an hierarchical triple system, where the distant companion is A, ignoring the probable existence of component D. In general, when the distant companion gets too close to the close binary, tidal interaction exerted on the BC pair leads to disruption of the system. Therefore for each wide-orbit period there is a maximum stable eccentricity, above which the triple system is unstable (Harrington 1992; Eggleton & Kiseleva 1995) . This eccentricity is plotted in Fig. 3 as a dashed line. The line was derived by three-body numerical simulations, using Severe Aarseth (Aarseth & Zare 1974) numerical code, assuming coplanarity of the two orbits and equal masses for the three components. In general, we found that when the minimum distance of the distant companion is larger than the maximum separation of the close pair by a factor of 3.7 or more the system is stable. Some configurations with a factor of only 3.5 show stability over a few millions close orbits. The exact borderline between the stable and the unstable part of the diagram has still to be studied in detail, a study which is outside the scope of this paper.
Even the coarse borderline plotted in Fig. 3 well constrains the possible combinations of period and eccentricity for the wide orbit. The figure suggests that the period could be in the range of 60-1000 years, with an eccentricity that varies accordingly from almost circular to quite large values (e = 0.7).
Coplanarity
We performed a similar study in the period-inclination plane, the results of which are plotted in Fig. 4 . The figure shows a "valley" of the normalized χ 2 values which starts at log P of about 1.5 and inclination 0
• and goes to higher inclinations almost without a change in the period. The "valley" then turns to higher periods with only very moderate inclination increase. Now, when we impose on this figure the constraint derived from the period-eccentricity analysis, namely that the period could be only in the range of 60-1000 years, we get that the inclination is at about 50-60
• . We find this result extremely intriguing, as the inclination of the close pair is 62
• . The probability that this similarity happened by chance is very small, and we therefore suggest, instead, that this attests to the nearcoplanarity of the two orbits. If this is true, the longitude of the nodes, Ω, of the two orbits should be with similar values as well. Unfortunately, it seems that the present data do not constrain well enough the values of Ω and the coplanarity remains to be checked in the future when a larger part of the wide orbit is observed.
Influence of component D on the wide orbit
The presence of the fourth component D (Henry et al. 1999) orbiting component A in close orbit of about one year (T. Henry, private communication) complicates the situation. Strictly speaking, the wide orbit now has to be defined as the motion of the center of mass of the close pair AD around the center of mass of the pair BC.
With its visual brightness of V = 17.8 (Henry et al. 1999) , component D is roughly half way between the brightnesses of components A and C. Assuming a similar relation at 2.2 µm, the brightness ratio at K between components A and D would be 2, and the semimajor axis of the center of light motion only about 1/6 of the semimajor axis for the motion of the pair AD. The resulting disturbance on the wide orbit then would be at most 10 mas, difficult to detect with the present data set. However, once definite predictions exist for the orbit and mass of component D, a search for the reflex signature in the wide orbit of the system LHS 1070 appears promising.
Masses
The combined mass for components B and C of LHS 1070, assuming the published parallax value to be accurate, is 0.138 ± 0.003 M . Based on their similar brightness, with, e.g., ∆V = 0.4 mag , one would expect their masses to agree within 3% (Baraffe et al. 1998; Chabrier et al. 2000) . This would mean that both components should have masses very close to 0.070 M , below the hydrogen burning limit, and therefore would classify as massive brown dwarfs. This, however, is not compatible with the spectral analysis given in Leinert et al. (2000) , which sees components B and C as very low mass stars. We conclude that the published parallax value probably gives , to a combination of radial velocity and adaptive optics observations (like Gliese 866 B) or to speckle interferometric work. The theoretical mass-luminosity relationships according to Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) are given as solid line for an age of 5 Gyr, while the broken line shows the relation for an age of 0.5 Gyr. The error bars for LHS 1070 B and C reflect the uncertainty in parallax. With accurate parallax, the 1 σ error would correspond to the diameter of the dot symbol. The data for this figure, apart from LHS 1070, were kindly provided by Todd Henry too small a distance, and we note that an increase of the distance to LHS 1070 by 5% to the value of 7.78 pc would just result in the same combined mass of 0.161±0.002 M as found from the theoretical mass-luminosity relations of Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) . The 9% error on the published parallax, which corresponds to a 30% error in combined mass, at present is the main obstacle to useful application of our results. Figure 5 gives the present status of the mass-luminosity relation for very low mass stars, where we have included components B and C of LHS 1070 with the values and errors resulting from the published parallax of van Altena et al. (1995) . We see that the mass uncertainty is larger than, e.g., the difference between the mass-luminosity relations for 0.5 Gyr and 5 Gyr. To exploit the discriminating power of our measurements, we simply have to wait for more precise parallax determinations on this nearby V = 15.3 mag system. Such observations certainly are feasible and hopefully will become available during the next few years. Then, LHS 1070 B and C probably will be the two lowest-mass M dwarfs for which accurate dynamical masses have been determined.
Conclusion
We have determined dynamical masses for the supposedly 0.08 M objects LHS 1070 B and C by following their relative orbit. We have shown that the data allow, in principle, to determine the masses to a few percent accuracy, yielding a good definition of the mass-luminosity relation at the lower end of the main sequence. However, the present uncertainty in parallax is too large to give our results the discriminating power they deserve. This problem should and probably will disappear during the coming years when high precision parallaxes should become available also for this nearby triple or most probably quadruple system.
